Wall Spacer Installation

When you receive your wall spacer you will find two “Z” brackets taped to the back of the spacer. The number of brackets will depend on the width of your range but no less than two.

Position these brackets on the wall evenly behind the range making sure one bracket is at each corner. Install each bracket with the screw holes facing down and the hook ledge away from the wall.

Push the range into position as close to the wall as possible. Adjust the range feet to level and bring the range height to the desired level. Measure 4” up from the steel range top and make a mark on the wall on each side of the range. Draw a straight line between both marks using a string or ruler. Install each bracket by lining up the center of the screw holes on this line. Run the screws directly on the line, use wallboard anchors if necessary.

After the brackets are installed correctly, pull the range away from the wall and drop the back lip of the wall spacer over the brackets. Push the range up to the back spacer.